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CSA/CIS Bundle 1: Sustainable Financing for Off-grid Solar Irrigation 

1. Aim of research-private sector partnership 
Addressing physical and economic water scarcity through the provision of off-grid solar pumps to smallholder 

farmers in key-value chains and supporting adaption through sustainable finance solutions. Private sector 

actors with experience in developing economy contexts in Zambia are expected to implement innovative, 

market-based activities that test and refine approaches to expand access to and sustainable use of solar-

powered irrigation through the help of end-user focused sustainable finance mechanisms. Successful 

applications consist of partnership models that deliver a promising strategy to deliver off-grid solar pumps 

to small-scale farmers while incorporating sustainable finance solutions to lower the financing barrier for 

end-users. Potential additional services include logistics, digital (re-)payment services, climate information 

services and agronomical best-practices. 

The guiding principles of the research-private sector partnership is based on a concept of ‘win-win-plus 

benefits’ for partners. Potential areas for benefit include but may not be limited to:  

- Benefits to smallholders, including gender and youth: 

✓ Increase access to off-grid solar irrigation, especially for women  

✓ Generate agricultural-led economic growth and enhancing household nutritional security 

✓ Catalyze business opportunities for farmer organizations and young entrepreneurs 

- Benefits to private sector entities:  

✓ Innovative ways to approach inclusive business for social responsibility and sustainability   

✓ Expand markets and marketing opportunities toward increased profit and cost-effectiveness 

✓ Catalyze investments  

✓ Disrupt technology and business ‘as usual’ through innovation  

✓ Enhance ‘first mover’ positions in green investment through sustainable and resilient agriculture   

2. Sustainable finance 
There is no universal definition of sustainable finance, but rather a variety of views on the meaning of this term. For the 

intended purposes, AICCRA understands sustainable finance to mean that sustainability-related issues are taken into 

consideration in decisions made by public- and private-sector financial market participants. A sustainable finance 

solution aims to deliver a social and/or environmental impact alongside financial returns. 

  



 

In the case of this bundle, the main impact focus of lies on the equitable provision of CSA technologies (off-grid solar 

irrigation technologies and services) to smallhold farmers through the help of financial services and technologies. These 

can include, but are not limited to: 

• Alternative credit scoring system: Use of innovative ways to assess risk related credit provision, e.g. 

questionnaires, references  

• Fintech solution: Financial process enabled through digital technology, e.g. peer-to-peer learning, small ticket 

loans, digital/mobile repayment schemes 

• Pay-as-you-own model: leasing model that allows farmers to repay debt according to income streams, e.g. 

adapted to harvest season 

• Community banking: farmer cooperatives/communities act as debtors 

• Profit-sharing model: Customers are provided the services & technologies free of charge and commit to share 

a certain percentage of their profit over a certain period of time 

• Digital services: farmers receive access to digital extension services related to the financial product, e.g. digital 

bank account, financial literacy services, CIS that informs farming practices and subsequently increases income 

 

The sustainable finance solution of the proposed bundle of activities should act as a complementary feature 

that decreases the investment and transaction costs for farmers, reduces uncertainty related to financial 

commitments into new technology, and provides an quantified outlook for financial growth resulting from 

the target groups’ new or adjusted activities. 

 

 


